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I2E Chemistry
Chemical Text Mining
I2E Chemistry provides the first interactive text
mining system designed for chemistry. By integrating
chemical search from ChemAxon and text mining from
Linguamatics, users can identify chemical structures and
understand their role within documents such as patents,
scientific articles, and internal documents.
I2E Chemistry allows users to extract all chemical
structures within documents or to filter based on

Figure 3 shows what chemicals with this substructure

substructure or similarity. It allows extraction of chemicals,

act as inhibitors

associated properties and any relationship with other
entities. I2E’s agile NLP-based text mining approach allows
users to discover a wide range of chemical information,
such as:

Identify and extract chemicals from
internal and external documents
I2E Chemistry can process documents in a wide range of

Structure activity relationships (SAR)
Melting point or boiling point of a chemical
The role of a chemical in a reaction
Concentration of chemicals

formats such as PDF, XML, docx, tsv, allowing internal
document silos to become available for chemical text
mining. Taking an automated approach to identify chemical
structures avoids costly and time consuming manual
chemical mark-up. Searches can also be run across both
internal and external documents (see below illustration).

Figure 1 shows extracting SAR information from tables

Key Benefits
Figure 2 shows extracting melting point information

I2E Chemistry provides a wide range of chemical search
capabilities to help find both known and novel compounds:

Faster and more efficient identification of chemicals and
associated information
Fully automated extraction of chemical information

Exact, substructure and similarity search

Avoid costly manual chemical mark-up

Dictionary based search for known chemicals e.g.

Chemical searching across any document (internal and

common names

external)

Name to structure to find novel chemicals

Scalable to millions of large documents e.g. full text

Save and share searches for
automation and reproducibility

Why is it different from searching
using chemical structures?

Chemical substructure searches can be saved and re-

Text mining can answer specific questions much more

run on any set of documents. The portable nature of the

efficiently than document search e.g. show me all

chemical queries allows them to be shared with people you

chemicals used for capsule coatings combined with gelatine

are collaborating with.

returns a list of chemicals with associated evidence, rather

Integrated Chemical Drawing
ChemAxon’s Marvin Sketch is included in the product and
can be used to specify chemical structures to search.

What are the advantages of fully
automatic methods for finding
chemical structures?
This allows structures to be found in documents where
mark-up by hand has not yet been done, or is uneconomic
to do e.g. for a company’s internal reports. It is highly
scalable and can find chemical structures at particular
points within a document so you can ask questions such
as “which chemicals are mentioned in the same list as
chemical X”.

About ChemAxon
ChemAxon provides cheminformatics software platforms
and desktop applications to optimize the value of chemistry
information in pharmaceutical R&D.

Chemically aware OCR correction
Errors introduced by scanning documents are corrected to
ensure they are valid chemical structures.

Their mission is to enable scientists to manage their
chemical data via a modern and cost effective suite of
informatics tools and applications, developed together with
their customers and partners.
Over 500 corporate clients, including 9/10 top
pharmaceutical companies. 3/5 Top Pharma have migrated
to ChemAxon cheminformatics.
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than a list of documents to read.

